Background {#s1}
==========

Looking back at the history of biological research, we typically go through key stages before achieving an advanced understanding of biological processes. First, new data suggest that a process must exist. Second, the search for the process provides early clues that can even seem paradoxical. Third, new information resolves the paradox, clarifies the biological process, and helps us reach consensus. In fact, we can proceed through these three steps one or more times for a given process and uncover new knowledge with each cycle. In the steps outlined above, one cannot underestimate the importance of biological paradoxes. Such paradoxes or problems help us challenge scientific dogma, synthesize new hypotheses, develop new technologies and even create new fields of research.

One historical example of a biological paradox is known as the end replication problem (Watson, [@B37]; Olovnikov, [@B23]). Following the discovery of the double helical DNA structure and clarification of the mechanism of DNA replication, a paradox emerged (Watson, [@B37]; Olovnikov, [@B23]). It consisted of the fact that the DNA replication machinery cannot replicate the ends of linear chromosomes and yet, chromosome length was relatively stable in living cells (Watson, [@B37]; Olovnikov, [@B23]). This paradox was eventually resolved by the identification of the enzyme telomerase, which extends telomeric DNA sequences at the ends of linear chromosomes (Szostak and Blackburn, [@B32]; Greider and Blackburn, [@B11]). Since telomerase can compensate for the inability of the DNA replication machinery to replicate the very ends of linear chromosomes, paradox resolution was achieved and consensus mechanisms emerged (Wellinger, [@B38]). Thus, the paradox of the DNA end replication problem was resolved by the identification of telomeres and telomerase, which in turn served as the foundation of an entirely new field of research focusing on the role of telomeres in basic biology as well as human health and disease (Armanios and Blackburn, [@B1]; Wellinger, [@B38]).

Here, I will illustrate how recent studies, including research that ironically focused on telomeres, reveal a new biological paradox (Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). The paradox is pertinent to our understanding of the processes that increase the mobility of damaged DNA in order to promote its repair. Key features of this paradox will be defined before highlighting major gaps in knowledge or pending questions that need to be addressed before we can achieve paradox resolution.

The damaged DNA mobility paradox {#s2}
================================

During the interphase stage of the cell cycle, eukaryotic genomes are non-randomly arranged inside the nucleus, which is defined by the nuclear envelope (Mekhail and Moazed, [@B19]; Poon and Mekhail, [@B26]). Moreover, this non-random organization responds to endogenous or external cues. This response is thought to be critical to genome expression and stability (Mekhail and Moazed, [@B19]). One striking example consists of the increased mobility of DNA in response to endogenously or exogenously induced DNA damage (Marnef and Legube, [@B18]). The increased mobility of damaged DNA has been observed in live yeast, worm, fly, mouse, and human cells (Lisby et al., [@B16]; Aten et al., [@B2]; Kruhlak et al., [@B14]; Torres-Rosell et al., [@B35]; Dimitrova et al., [@B9]; Mekhail et al., [@B20]; Nagai et al., [@B22]; Jakob et al., [@B12]; Khadaroo et al., [@B13]; Oza et al., [@B25]; Chiolo et al., [@B7]; Dion et al., [@B10]; Mine-Hattab and Rothstein, [@B21]; Saad et al., [@B29]; Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]; Ryu et al., [@B28]; Strecker et al., [@B31]; Tsouroula et al., [@B36]; Aymard et al., [@B3]; Lawrimore et al., [@B15]). In these studies, the fluorescent labeling of damaged DNA or its associated DNA repair factors revealed that DNA loci subjected to a damaging event explore a larger proportion of the nucleus. This is true for telomere-proximal and telomere-distal DNA loci subjected to a double strand break (DSB) (Therizols et al., [@B34]; Nagai et al., [@B22]; Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]; Strecker et al., [@B31]; Lawrimore et al., [@B15]). This is also the case for the DSB-like eroded telomeres of telomerase-deficient cells or uncapped telomeres in cells lacking telomere-capping factors (Benanti et al., [@B5]; Khadaroo et al., [@B13]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). The increased movement of damaged DNA inside the nucleus is thought to promote DNA repair by acting on one or more levels (Lisby et al., [@B16]; Aten et al., [@B2]; Kruhlak et al., [@B14]; Torres-Rosell et al., [@B35]; Dimitrova et al., [@B9]; Mekhail et al., [@B20]; Nagai et al., [@B22]; Jakob et al., [@B12]; Khadaroo et al., [@B13]; Oza et al., [@B25]; Chiolo et al., [@B7]; Dion et al., [@B10]; Mine-Hattab and Rothstein, [@B21]; Saad et al., [@B29]; Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]; Ryu et al., [@B28]; Strecker et al., [@B31]; Tsouroula et al., [@B36]; Aymard et al., [@B3]; Lawrimore et al., [@B15]). First, increased mobility can facilitate contacts between donor and acceptor DNA sequences subject to homology-directed repair. Second, the elevated mobility can allow damaged DNA to escape repair-repressive nuclear neighborhoods such as the nucleolus or heterochromatic subnuclear domains. Third, increased motion can facilitate the relocation of damaged DNA to repair-conducive nuclear neighborhoods, which include the subnuclear domain of nuclear pore complexes (NPCs).

Importantly, while the genome is non-randomly arranged in the nucleus in the presence or absence of DNA damage, the above studies revealed that damaged DNA exhibiting an increased mobility appears to move randomly inside the nucleus (Seeber and Gasser, [@B30]). This randomness has been observed whether damaged DNA is directly tracked using *lacO-*LacR/*tetO-*TetR operator strategies or indirectly tracked using fluorescently labeled DNA repair proteins. This is consistent with a model in which the increased mobility of damaged DNA may be achieved via the release of physical constraints that are normally exerted onto chromatin. Consistent with this rationale, damaged DNA undergoes extensive chromatin remodeling that allows easier access of the damaged genetic information by the DNA repair machinery (Seeber and Gasser, [@B30]). In addition, DNA damage can promote DNA mobility by relieving physical restraints that typically act on the genome as a whole in the absence of DNA damage. For example, in the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, induction of a single DSB increases the mobility of the DSB site and possibly other portions of the genome by relieving the constraints typically exerted onto chromosomes via the attachment of centromeres to the spindle pole body and the tethering of telomeres to the nuclear envelope (Strecker et al., [@B31]). Similar to these yeast findings, the increased mobility of damaged DNA loci, and also non-damaged DNA loci to a lesser degree, has been reported in mouse cells (Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). Thus, the relief of chromatin constraint and physical tethering constraints onto chromosomes is thought to passively increase damaged DNA mobility.

While this is logical, it cannot explain all of the literature. In particular, the results of a couple of studies focusing primarily on telomeres and telomere-proximal regions known as subtelomeres challenge models in which the loss of genomic constraint passively promotes the mobility of damaged DNA (Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). In *S. cerevisiae*, repair of a single inducible subtelomeric DSB is dependent on the NPC subcomplex NUP84, which is composed of seven subunits including the Nup84 protein (Therizols et al., [@B34]; Chung et al., [@B8]; Oshidari and Mekhail, [@B24]). In addition, induction of these subtelomeric DSBs results in an increased physical interaction of the DSB site with Nup84, which is thought to promote repair through its association with DNA repair-conducive factors such as the Slx5-Slx8 protein complex (Nagai et al., [@B22]; Chung et al., [@B8]). Intriguingly, deletion of the microtubule-stabilizing α-tubulin isoform Tub3 also compromised subtelomeric DSB repair (Chung et al., [@B8]). In addition, DSB repair was found to be dependent on a motor protein complex called Kinesin-14, which is composed of the catalytic subunit Kar3 and structural subunit Cik1 (Chung et al., [@B8]). Moreover, Kinesin-14 disruption decreased the physical association of the subtelomeric DSB with Nup84 in chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Chung et al., [@B8]). Microtubules and kinesin motors typically mediate the directed motion of cargo. In contrast, analysis of the mobility of subtelomeric DSBs using a type of single particle motion analysis called mean square displacement (MSD) paradoxically revealed that these subtelomeric DSBs, similar to DSBs induced at other locations across the genome, move randomly inside the nucleus (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Chung et al., [@B8]). Therefore, although these subtelomeric DSBs rely on microtubules and motors for repair, these DSB sites exhibit random mobility within nuclear space. Moreover, similar findings were reported in mouse cells. Specifically, upon disruption of telomere capping, telomeres behave like DSB ends and exhibit an increased mobility inside the nucleus (Dimitrova et al., [@B9]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). This mobility drives telomere fusion repair of uncapped telomeres via the non-homologous end-joining pathway. Paradoxically, the increased mobility and fusion repair of uncapped telomeres is compromised via knockdown of Kinesin-1 or Kinesin-2, or upon treatment with the microtubule stabilizer taxol or microtubule depolymerizing nocodazole (Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). In addition, no directed motion was observed for these DSB-like uncapped telomeres. Moreover, both in yeast and murine cells, damaged DNA outside of telomeres also appeared to exhibit increased random mobility and repair that is dependent on microtubules or kinesin motor proteins (Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). The key unifying feature appeared to be the type of DNA repair pathway that is used. For example, in yeast, telomeric and non-telomeric DNA breaks that are repairable by the homologous recombination pathway subtype break-induced replication (BIR) exhibited dependence on microtubules and motors for DNA repair. This suggests that lessons learned from the study of damaged or uncapped telomeric regions may be widely applicable across genomes. Taken together, the reported roles for microtubules and molecular motors, which typically mediate the directed transport of cargo, in DSB mobility and repair are paradoxical when considered in light of the observation that damaged DNA moves randomly inside nuclei.

![The damaged DNA mobility paradox. **(A)** Kinesin/microtubule-dependent increased random mobility and targeting of damaged DNA to repair-conducive nuclear pore complexes. The damaged DNA mobility paradox is defined by the fact that microtubules and motors, which typically mediate the directed motion of cargo, increase the random mobility of damaged DNA in the nucleus. It is also unclear how the cytoplasmic microtubules cooperate with motors in the nucleus or cytoplasm to perform this function. **(B)** Illustration of how mean square displacement (MSD) analyses reveal DNA mobility profiles that are more consistent with random mobility in a confined nuclear space and not linear directed mobility. The MSD y-axis is log scaled.](fgene-09-00095-g0001){#F1}

Toward paradox resolution {#s3}
=========================

Similar to the historical paradox of the end replication problem, the damaged DNA mobility paradox defined here challenges our current models of damaged DNA mobility and repair (Watson, [@B37]; Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). While the paradox of the end replication problem has long been resolved via the discovery of telomeres and telomerase, the damaged DNA mobility paradox remains a mystery. So which models could solve this paradox? In one model, motors may regulate microtubules in the cytoplasm in order to physically "poke" the nucleus and randomly mobilize nuclear chromatin (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). Despite the potential of such processes to increase overall genome dynamics, the random mobility of DSB sites may be especially increased by global nuclear poking when it is combined with the known relaxation of chromatin restraint at damaged DNA sites. In another model, cytoplasmic microtubules and motors may help mobilize damaged chromatin inside the nucleus via interactions with nuclear envelope-bridging protein complexes such as the Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) complex (Lottersberger et al., [@B17]) (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) (Tapley and Starr, [@B33]). In this case, the association of chromatin with nuclear envelope-bridging complexes may be transient in nature allowing for a "breathing" random motion of chromatin. Consistent with this model, the mobility and fusion repair of uncapped telomeres in mammalian cells is dependent on the LINC complex (Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). An additional model stipulates that motor proteins and microtubule subunits may operate more like DNA repair proteins that may for example help relax chromatin structure in the nucleus (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In this scenario, motor and microtubule proteins would not be exerting a traditional transport of cargo role. Consistent with this possibility, pull-down experiments revealed that yeast Kinesin-14 is physically recruited to subtelomeric DSB sites via interaction with the perinuclear tethering complex cohibin (Chan et al., [@B6]; Poon and Mekhail, [@B27]; Chung et al., [@B8]). In addition, in human cells subjected to ionizing radiation, the kinesin KIF4A is co-enriched with BRCA2 at DSB sites and KIF4A loss compromises the formation of Rad51 DNA repair foci (Wu et al., [@B39]). Moreover, ionizing radiation-induced damaged DNA foci exhibit increased mobility that is dependent on kinesins and microtubules (Lottersberger et al., [@B17]). In addition to the above-described models, we can also rule out some models. For example, the possibility that the nuclear motors may be cooperating with nuclear actin to mediate yeast subtelomeric DSB repair and murine telomere fusion repair is unlikely since the disruption of actin filaments does not compromise the damaged DNA mobility or repair in these contexts (Chung et al., [@B8]; Lottersberger et al., [@B17]; Lawrimore et al., [@B15]). In addition, while actin-related processes can affect DNA repair, it is unclear if these processes involve the increased mobility of DNA or even implicate molecular motors (Belin et al., [@B4]).

![Models with the potential to resolve the damaged DNA mobility paradox. **(A)** Nuclear poking model. In the cytoplasm, microtubules/motors-dependent poking of the nuclear envelope promotes the mobility of chromatin especially around damaged DNA sites, where chromatin remodeling/relaxation is known to occur. **(B)** Breathing LINC model. The relaxed chromatin around damaged DNA sites may be loosely interacting with Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) protein complexes, which can be mobilized along the nuclear envelope via connections to cytoplasmic microtubules and motors. **(C)** Repair factors model. Microtubule subunits and motors may exert non-traditional roles and promote damaged DNA mobility and repair by directly promoting the function of chromatin remodeling complexes or other repair-promoting factors.](fgene-09-00095-g0002){#F2}

A number of key questions need to be addressed in order to improve our understanding of damaged DNA mobility-dependent repair and help resolve the damaged DNA mobility paradox. Do all DNA breaks exhibit increased random mobility? Is there a possibility that unknown confounding factors cause the mobility of damaged DNA to appear random when it is not? In different cell populations, tissues or species, what are the similarities and differences in the types of motion exhibited by damaged DNA and the nature of the processes mediating DNA mobility-dependent repair?

All in all, by defining the damaged DNA mobility paradox, understanding how it uncovers key gaps in knowledge, and pointing to possible avenues through which the paradox may be resolved, I hope that this perspective will help us resolve yet another mysterious, yet compelling, paradox.
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